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Highlights

• A novel method for predicting stock price movement was presented.

• Topics and sentiments of them were extracted from social media as the

feature.

• Two methods were proposed to capture the topic-sentiment feature.

• Integration of the sentiments was investigated via a large scale experiment.

• Our model outperformed other methods in the average accuracy of 18

stocks.
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Abstract

The goal of this research is to build a model to predict stock price movement

using the sentiment from social media. Unlike previous approaches where the

overall moods or sentiments are considered, the sentiments of the specific topics

of the company are incorporated into the stock prediction model. Topics and

related sentiments are automatically extracted from the texts in a message board

by using our proposed method as well as existing topic models. In addition, this

paper shows an evaluation of the effectiveness of the sentiment analysis in the

stock prediction task via a large scale experiment. Comparing the accuracy

average over 18 stocks in one year transaction, our method achieved 2.07%

better performance than the model using historical prices only. Furthermore,

when comparing the methods only for the stocks that are difficult to predict,

our method achieved 9.83% better accuracy than historical price method, and

3.03% better than human sentiment method.
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stock, social media, message board.
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1. Introduction

Stock price forecasting is very important in the planning of business activ-

ity. However, building an accurate stock prediction model is still a challenging

problem. In addition to historical prices, the current stock market is affected by

the mood of society. The overall social mood with respect to a given company5

might be one of the important variables which affect the stock price of that

company. Nowadays, the emergence of online social networks makes available

large amounts of mood data. Therefore, incorporating information from social

media with the historical prices can improve the predictive ability of models.

The goal of our research is to develop a model to predict the stock price10

movement (whether the price will be up or down) using information from social

media (Message Board). In our proposed method, a model that predicts the

stock value at t using features derived from information at t−1 and t−2, where

t stands for a transaction date, will be trained by supervised machine learning.

Apart from the mood information, the stock prices are affected by many factors15

such as microeconomic and macroeconomic factors. However, this research only

focuses on how the mood information from social media can be used to predict

the stock price. We will mainly aim at extracting the mood information by sen-

timent analysis on social media data. Then, these sentiments will be integrated

into a model to predict stocks. To achieve this goal, discovering the topics and20

sentiments in a large amount of social media is very important to get the opin-

ions of investors. However, sentiment analysis on social media is difficult. The

text is usually short, contains many misspellings, uncommon grammar construc-

tions and so on. In addition, the literature shows conflicting results in sentiment

analysis for stock market prediction. Some researchers report that sentiments25

from social media have no predictive capabilities (Antweiler & Frank, 2004; Tu-

markin & Whitelaw, 2001), while other researchers have reported either weak

or strong predictive capabilities (Bollen et al., 2011). Therefore, how to use

opinions in social media for stock price predictions is still an open problem.

One contribution of this paper is that we propose a novel feature ‘topic-30
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sentiment’ to improve the performance of stock market prediction. It is impor-

tant to recognize what topics are discussed in social media and how people feel

about these topics. The ‘topic-sentiment’ feature, which represents the senti-

ments of the specific topics of the company (product, service, dividend and so

on), are used for prediction of stock price movement. This feature is obtained35

in two ways: by using the existing topic model called the joint sentiment/topic

model (JST) and by our own proposed method. The extracted topics and sen-

timents in the former method are hidden (latent), whereas not hidden in the

latter. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research trying to extract

topics and sentiments simultaneously and utilize them for stock market predic-40

tion. Another contribution is a large scale evaluation. The effectiveness of the

sentiments in social media in stock market prediction is still uncertain because

a relatively small data was used for evaluation in the previous work. This paper

investigates whether the sentiments in the social media are really useful on the

test data containing many stocks and transaction dates.45

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some pre-

vious approaches on sentiment analysis for stock prediction. Section 3 describes

our dataset. Section 4 describes our proposed method. We also propose a novel

feature for stock prediction based on the topics and the sentiments associated

with them. Section 5 assesses the results of the experiments. Finally, Section 650

concludes our contribution.

2. Related Work

Stock market prediction is one of the most attracted topics in academic as

well as real life business. Many researches have tried to address the question

whether the stock market can be predicted. Some of the researches were based55

on the random walk theory and the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). Ac-

cording to the EMH (Fama et al., 1969; Fama, 1991), the current stock market

fully reflects all available information. Hence, price changes are merely due to

new information or news. Because news in nature happens randomly and is
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unknowable in the present, stock prices should follow a random walk pattern60

and the best bet for the next price is current price. Therefore, they are not

predictable with more than about 50% accuracy (Walczak, 2001). On the other

hand, various researches specify that the stock market prices do not follow a

random walk, and can be predicted at some degree (Bollen et al., 2011; Qian &

Rasheed, 2007; Vu et al., 2012). Degrees of directional accuracy at 56% hit rate65

in the predictions are often reported as satisfying results for stock predictions

(Schumaker & Chen, 2009b; Si et al., 2013; Tsibouris & Zeidenberg, 1995).

Besides the efficient market hypothesis and the random walk theories, there

are two distinct trading philosophies for stock market prediction: fundamental

analysis and technical analysis. The fundamental analysis studies the com-70

pany’s financial conditions, operations, macroeconomic indicators to predict

stock price. On the other hand, the technical analysis depends on historical

and time-series prices. Price moves in trends, and history tends to repeat itself.

Some researches have tried to use only historical prices to predict the stock price

(Cervelló-Royo et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015a,b; Ticknor, 2013; Zuo & Kita,75

2012a,b). To discover the pattern in the data, they used bayesian network (Zuo

& Kita, 2012a,b), time-series method such as Auto Regressive model, Moving

Average model (Patel et al., 2015a,b), Auto Regressive Moving Average model

(Zuo & Kita, 2012a) and so on.

While these previous methods did not consider the sentiments on the so-80

cial media, in this paper our work aims at incorporating them to improve the

performance of the stock market prediction.

Most of the research tried to predict only one stock (Bollen et al., 2011;

Qian & Rasheed, 2007; Si et al., 2013) and the number of instances (transaction

dates) in a test set is very low such as 14 or 15 instances (Bollen et al., 2011; Vu85

et al., 2012). With only a few instances in the test set, the conclusion might be

insufficient. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research showing a good

prediction result on a data consisting of many stocks in a long time period. Our

research tried to solve this issue by predicting 18 stocks over a period of one

year.90
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2.1. Use of Opinions from Text for Stock Market Prediction

Sentiment analysis has been found to play a significant role in many appli-

cations such as product reviews, restaurant reviews (Liu & Zhang, 2012; Pang

& Lee, 2008). There are some researches trying to apply sentiment analysis

on an information source to improve the stock prediction model (Nassirtoussi95

et al., 2014). There are two main sources from which authors have incorpo-

rated information aggregated from textual content into financial models. In

the past, the main source was the news (Schumaker & Chen, 2009a,b), and in

recent years, social media sources. Then, these sentiments are integrated into

prediction models. A simple approach is combining the textual content with100

the historical prices through the linear regression model.

Most of the previous work primarily used the bag-of-words as text represen-

tation that are incorporated into the prediction model. Schumaker and Chen

tried to use different textual representations such as bag-of-words, noun phrases

and named entities for financial news (Schumaker & Chen, 2009b). Then this105

information was integrated with linear regression and support vector machine

regression as predictive models. They applied their models to estimate a dis-

crete stock price 20 minutes after a news article was released. The results show

0.04261 Mean Square Error, 57.1% directional accuracy, and 2.06% return in

a simulated trading engine. However, the textual representations are just the110

words or named entity tags, not exploiting so much about the mood information.

Antweiler and Frank used naive bayes to classify the messages from message

boards into three classes: buy, hold and sell (Antweiler & Frank, 2004). The

number of relevant messages in these three classes was aggregated into a sin-

gle measure of bullishness. They investigated three aggregation functions as a115

number of alternatives to bullishness. They were integrated into the regression

model. However, they concluded that their model does not successfully predict

stock returns.

Zhang et al. measured collective hope and fear on each day and analyzed

the correlation between these indices and the stock market indicators (Zhang120

et al., 2011). They used the mood words to tag each tweet as fear, worry, hope
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and so on. They concluded that the emotional tweet percentage significantly

negatively correlated with Down Jones, NASDAQ and S&P 500, but significant

positive correlation to VIX. However, they did not use their model to predict

the stock price values.125

Two mood tracking tools, OpinionFinder and Google Profile of Mood States,

were used to analyze the text content of daily Twitter (Bollen et al., 2011).

The former measures positive and negative mood. The latter measures mood in

terms of six dimensions (Calm, Alert, Sure, Vital, Kind, and Happy). They used

the Self Organizing Fuzzy Neural Network model to predict DJIA values. The130

results show 86.7% direction accuracy (up or down), Mean Absolute Percentage

Error 1.79%. However, their test period is very short (from December 1 to

December 19, 2008). Even though, they achieved a high accuracy, there are

only 15 transaction dates in their test set. With such a short period, it might

not be sufficient to conclude the effectiveness of their method.135

Xie et al. proposed a novel tree representation based on semantic frame

parsers (Xie et al., 2013). They indicated that this representation performed

significantly better than bag-of-words. By using stock prices from Yahoo Fi-

nance, they annotated all the news with labels in a transaction date as going

up or down categories. However, the weakness of this assumption is that all140

the news in one day will have the same category. In addition, this becomes a

document classification problem, not stock prediction.

Rechenthin et al. incorporated Yahoo Finance Message Board into the stock

movement prediction (Rechenthin et al., 2013). They tried to use various clas-

sification models to predict stock. They used the explicit sentiments and pre-145

dicted sentiments obtained by a classification model with the bag-of-words and

meta-features.

A keyword-based algorithm was proposed to identify the sentiment of tweets

as positive, neutral and negative for stock prediction (Vu et al., 2012). Their

model achieved around 75% accuracy. However, their test period is very short,150

from 8th to 26th in September, 2012 which contains only 14 transaction dates.

Si et al. developed a non-parametric topic model for Twitter messages to
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predict the stock market (Si et al., 2013). They proposed a continuous Dirichlet

Process Mixture (cDPM) model to learn the daily topic set. Then, a sentiment

time series was built based on these topics. The advantage of this method is that155

the model estimates the number of topics inherent in the data itself. However,

the time period of their dataset is quite short, only three months.

A series of the previous work discussed in this subsection tried to extract

the overall opinion or sentiment of the document. However, the opinions are

often expressed toward the topics or aspects. For the prediction of stock prices,160

it is important to know on which topics of the company people have positive

or negative opinions. In our proposed method, the sentiment of the topics

or aspects are extracted, then they are incorporated into the stock prediction

models.

Next subsection will discuss some related work for the identification of165

aspect-oriented sentiments.

2.2. Aspect based Sentiment Analysis

There are some researches trying to extract both topic and sentiment for

other domains such as online product review, restaurant review and movie re-

view dataset (Dermouche et al., 2015). Jo and Oh proposed ASUM model for170

extracting both aspect and sentiment for online product review dataset (Jo &

Oh, 2011). The model assumes that all words within a sentence are generated

from one topic.

The joint sentiment/topic model (JST) was proposed to detect sentiment and

topic simultaneously for movie review dataset (Lin & He, 2009). This model175

assumes that each word is generated from a joint topic and sentiment distribu-

tion. Because this model can extract topic and sentiment simultaneously, we

will use it to extract topic-sentiment features.

Lakkaraju et al. proposed the FACTS, CFACTS, FACTS-R, and CFACTS-

R model to perform sentiment analysis on a product review data (Lakkaraju180

et al., 2011). These models assume a word fallen into three categories: facet

word, sentiment word or other category (background word, stop word, function
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word, etc.). Based on its category, a word is generated from corresponding facet,

sentiment or background distribution. In addition, they introduced a window,

which is a contiguous sequence of words. All facet words within a window are185

assumed to be derived from the same facet topic, and all sentiment words from

the same sentiment topic.

Zhao et al. proposed the MaxEnt-LDA hybrid model to jointly discover

both aspects and aspect-specific opinion words on a restaurant review dataset

(Zhao et al., 2010). Besides the general opinion words, they considered the190

aspect-specific opinion words. Therefore, a word is fallen into five categories:

background, specific aspect, general aspect, specific opinion and general opinion.

Based on these categories, words are generated from corresponding distributions.

The above methods tried to extract the hidden (latent) topic-sentiment asso-

ciations. In our proposed method, both hidden and non-hidden topic-sentiment195

are considered by using JST topic model and proposed algorithms that will be

discussed in Subsection 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

3. Dataset

We used two datasets for our stock prediction model. The first one is the

historical price dataset, and the second one is the mood information dataset.200

3.1. Historical Prices

Historical prices are extracted from Yahoo Finance for the 18 stocks. The

list of stock quotes and company names is shown in the Table 1. For each

transaction date, there are open, high, low, close and adjusted close prices. The

adjusted close prices are the close prices which are adjusted for dividends and205

splits. The adjusted close price is often used for stock market prediction as in

other researches (Rechenthin et al., 2013). Therefore, we chose it as the stock

price value for each transaction date.
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Table 1: Quotes and Company Names

Stocks Company Names

AAPL Apple Inc.

AMZN Amazon.com Inc.

BA The Boeing Company

BAC Bank of America Corporation

CSCO Cisco Systems Inc.

DELL Dell Inc.

EBAY eBay Inc.

ETFC E Trade Financial Corporation

GOOG Google Inc.

IBM International Business Machines Corporation

INTC Intel Corporation

KO The Coca-Cola Company

MSFT Microsoft Corporation

NVDA NVIDIA Corporation

ORCL Oracle Corporation

T AT&T Inc.

XOM Exxon Mobil Corporation

YHOO Yahoo! Inc.

10
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Figure 1: A Message from AAPL Message Board

3.2. Message Board Dataset

To get the mood information of the stocks, we collected the 18 message210

boards of the 18 stocks from Yahoo Finance Message Board for a period of one

year (from July 23, 2012 to July 19, 2013) 1. On the message boards, users

usually discuss company news, prediction about stock going up or down, facts,

comments (usually negative) about specific company executives or company

events. In 15.6% messages in this dataset, when users posted messages on these215

message boards, they annotated each message as one of the following sentiment

tags: Strong Buy, Buy, Hold, Sell and Strong Sell. There are two kinds of

messages. The first one is the messages created by starting a new topic. The

other is reply messages to existing messages. Most of users’ posts are reply

messages. They form a complicated communication network. In our research,220

however, we treated all messages are independent from each other.

Figure 1 shows an example message from AAPL Message Board. In this

message, on July 6, 2012 a username “keepshorting” posted the message “Looks

like the competition is heating up. $199 tablet, what is next? $999 laptops and

then $499 laptops? the margins are impossible to keep up. impossible folks.”225

to reply to another message of another user. In addition, this user selected the

sentiment for this stock as “Strong Sell”.

The stock market is not opened at the weekend and holiday. To assign the

messages to the transaction dates, the messages which were posted from 4 pm of

1The AAPL message board has the highest number of messages. Because of the limitation

on the number of web pages, we can only collect for a period of seven months for this stock.
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Table 2: Statistics of Our Dataset for Each Transaction Date

Stocks
The Number of Messages Mean of the Number

Min Median Mean Max of Human Sentiments

AAPL 0 1093 1678 11220 350

AMZN 24 154 192 1963 28

BA 46 173 203 1053 16

BAC 94 282 343 1366 49

CSCO 69 247 274 972 10

DELL 0 18 42 587 10

EBAY 1 17 29 267 3

ETFC 2 42 56 315 12

GOOG 10 69 93 1305 16

IBM 3 14 20 195 3

INTC 37 177 200 958 29

KO 0 6 8 89 2

MSFT 27 139 172 815 53

NVDA 10 65 80 410 11

ORCL 5 67 79 372 6

T 10 52 59 251 8

XOM 10 37 44 202 4

YHOO 22 121 141 860 27

the previous transaction date to 4 pm of the current transaction date will belong230

to the current transaction. We choose 4 pm because that is the time of closing

transaction. There are 249 transaction dates from the one year period of our

dataset. Table 2 summarizes the statistics of our dataset for each transaction

date about the min, median, mean, max of the number of messages and the

mean of the number of the existing sentiments annotated by users.235

Some previous work used Twitter as the mood information source for sen-

timent analysis related to a particular stock. There are some reasons why in

12
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our research Twitter is not chosen as a mood source. The first one is the in-

formation in Twitter seems to be messier than that in the Message Board. In

the Twitter, users discuss about many things. Even though, tweets can be fil-240

tered by some rules such as using hashtag (#AAPL, $AAPL and so on) to find

relevant tweets, the lack of consistency among posters in hashtag use might be

problematic. Furthermore, the high level of noise makes finding a post related

to a specific stock difficult. The second reason is the way to collect tweets.

There are two ways to collect tweets from the Twitter. The first one is from245

the Twittter Searching API. This only allows to search tweets from one week

in the past for free. The other way is using Twitter Streaming API. It allows

to collect the real time tweets rather than search from the history. However,

to collect tweets in one year period, it takes one year. Those make difficult to

gather a large amount of data from the Twitter. Finally, there are no explicit250

sentiments annotated by posters in the Twitter. There is no way to compare

between human sentiment and automatic sentiment extraction.

However, as in other mood information sources, the messages on the Message

Board are also messy. The text is usually short, contains many misspellings,

uncommon grammar constructions and so on. Moreover, the false and unrelated255

information also exists.

4. Methods for Stock Movement Prediction

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) has long been recognized as being able

to efficiently handle high dimensional data and has been shown to perform

well on classification (Joachims, 1998; Nguyen & Shirai, 2013). Therefore, we260

chose the SVM with the linear kernel as the prediction model. To assess the

effectiveness of sentiment analysis on the message boards, six sets of features

are designed. The first one used only the historical prices. The other methods

incorporated the mood information into the prediction model. All the feature

values were scaled into [−1, 1]. Table 3 summarizes our features used in the265

prediction model to predict the price movement at the transaction date t. The
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Table 3: Features of the Prediction Model

Method Features

Price Only pricet−1, pricet−2

Human Sentiment pricet−1, pricet−2, Hsenti,t, Hsenti,t−1

Sentiment Classification pricet−1, pricet−2, Csenti,t, Csenti,t−1

LDA-based Method pricet−1, pricet−2, ldai,t, ldai,t−1

JST-based Method pricet−1, pricet−2, jsti,j,t, jsti,j,t−1

Aspect-based Sentiment pricet−1, pricet−2, Asenti,t, Asenti,t−1, Ii,t, Ii,t−1

details of each feature will be explained in the next subsections.

4.1. Price Only

In this method, only historical prices are used to predict the stock movement.

The purpose of this method is to investigate whether there are patterns in the270

history of the stock or not. In addition, this model was used as a baseline to

evaluate whether integration of the sentiments is effective by comparing with

other sentiment models. Features used for the training of SVM are pricet−1 and

pricet−2 which are the price movements (up, down) at the transaction dates t−1

and t− 2, respectively.275

4.2. Human Sentiment

In addition to historical prices, this model integrated the sentiments an-

notated by human into the prediction model. As discussed in Section 3.2, in

15.6% of the MessageBoard dataset, the users explicitly select a sentiment label

with their posts. These sentiment labels are “strong buy”, “buy”, “hold”, “sell”280

and “strong sell”. Instead of using all the messages, we tried to use only the

messages with annotated sentiments by the users, and discard the other mes-

sages. From these messages, we used only the explicit sentiment and remove

other information such as message content. The purpose of this method is that

how mood annotated by human can be used to predict the stock. Because the285

14
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sentiments are annotated by human, this feature is one of the strongest features

for stock prediction.

For each transaction date t, the percentage of each class (Strong Buy, Buy,

Hold, Sell, Strong Sell) was calculated. The percentage of a class is the number

of messages having sentiments as that class label divided by the number of290

messages in the current transaction date t. Then, we integrated them into the

prediction model.

Features used for training SVM are pricet−1, pricet−2, Hsenti,t andHsenti,t−1.

Hsenti,t and Hsenti,t−1 are the percentages of the number of messages belong-

ing to the sentiment class i (i ∈ {Strong Buy, Buy, Hold, Sell, Strong Sell}) at295

the transaction dates t and t− 1, respectively.

4.3. Sentiment Classification

To utilize the remaining 84.4% of the messages without the explicit senti-

ments, we tried to build a model to extract the sentiments for those messages.

A classification model was trained from the messages with annotated sentiments300

on the training dataset. Then it was used to classify the remaining messages

into five classes (Strong Buy, Buy, Hold, Sell, Strong Sell).

We removed the stop words from the messages. Then, all the words are

lemmatized by the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014). The feature

representation is the bag-of-words from the title and content of the message.305

The feature weighting is TF-IDF. We chose SVM with the linear kernel as the

classification model.

As in the Human Sentiment feature, we also calculated the percentage of the

number of messages of each class for each transaction date. Features used for

the training of SVM are pricet−1, pricet−2, Csenti,t and Csenti,t−1. Csenti,t310

and Csenti,t−1 are similar to Hsenti,t and Hsenti,t−1, but both messages with

human annotated sentiment and automatically classified sentiments are used to

calculate the percentages of the number of messages belonging to the sentiment

class i.
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Figure 2: Graphical Model Representation of LDA

4.4. LDA-based Method315

In this model, we consider each message as a mixture of hidden topics.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) is a generative probabilistic

model of a corpus. The basic idea is that documents are represented as random

mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is characterized by a distribution

over words. Therefore, we choose the LDA as a simple topic model to discover320

these hidden topics 2. Figure 2 shows the graphical model representation of

LDA. Notations in Figure 2 are shown in Table 4.

We removed the stop words from messages. Then, all the words are lemma-

tized by the Stanford CoreNLP. We train the LDA on the training set, and infer

the topics for unseen messages on the test set. Topics are inferred by the Gibbs325

Sampling with 1000 iterations. We chose 50 as the number of topics. After

that, the probability of each topic for each message is calculated. Next, for each

transaction date t, the probability of each topic is defined as the average of the

probabilities of that topic in the messages belonging to that transaction date.

Then we integrated these probabilities into the prediction model.330

Features used for training SVM are pricet−1, pricet−2, ldai,t and ldai,t−1.

2We used the LDA implementation from the Mallet library.
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Table 4: Notations in LDA

Notation Definition

α, β hyperparameters

ϕ the distribution over words

T the number of topics

θ the message specific topic distribution

z a topic

w a word in the message d

Nd the number of words in the message d

D the number of messages

ldai,t and ldai,t−1 are the probabilities of the topic i (i ∈ {1, · · · , 50}) for the

transaction dates t and t− 1.

4.5. JST-based Method

The opinion is often expressed on a topic or aspect. When people post the335

message on the social media to express their opinion for a given stock, they tend

to talk their opinions for a certain topic such as profit and dividend. Based on

pairs of topic-sentiment, they would think that the future price of that stock

goes up or down. From that intuition, we propose a new feature topic-sentiment

for the stock prediction model. To extract pairs of topic-sentiment, we tried to340

use two kinds of models. The first one is a latent topic based model, the JST

model (Lin & He, 2009). The second one is Aspect-based Sentiment model

which will be discussed in the next Subsection 4.6.

We consider each message as a mixture of hidden topics and sentiments. The

JST model was used to extract topics and sentiments simultaneously. Figure345

3 shows the graphical model representation of JST. Notations in Figure 3 are

shown in Table 5. In LDA model, there is only one document specific topic dis-

tribution for each document. In contrast, each document in JST is associated

with S sentiment labels. Each of sentiment labels is associated with a docu-

ment specific topic distribution with the same number of topics. A word in the350

17
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Figure 3: Graphical Model Representation of JST

document is drawn from distribution over the words defined by the topic and

sentiment label.

After removal of stop words and lemmatization, the JST model is trained

from the training set, and topics on the test set are inferred by the Gibbs

Sampling with 1000 iterations. We chose 50 as the number of topics, 3 as the355

number of sentiments. Next, the joint probability of each pair of topic and

sentiment is calculated for each message. After that, for each transaction date

t, the joint probability of each topic-sentiment pair is defined as the average

of the joint probabilities of that in the messages belonging to that transaction

date. Then we integrated these probabilities into the prediction model.360

Features used for training SVM are pricet−1, pricet−2, jsti,j,t and jsti,j,t−1.

jsti,j,t and jsti,j,t−1 are the joint probabilities of the sentiment i (i ∈ {1, 2, 3})
and topic j (j ∈ {1, · · · , 50}) for the transaction dates t and t− 1.

4.6. Aspect-based Sentiment

Instead of considering the mixtures of hidden topics and sentiments as in365

the previous model, in this model the mixtures are not hidden. Each message

is represented as a list of topics and their corresponding sentiment values. In

our proposed method, the topic is the consecutive nouns in the sentence. For
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Table 5: Notations in JST

Notation Definition

α, β, γ hyperparameters

ϕ the distribution over words

T the number of topics

S the number of sentiments

θ the message and sentiment specific topic distribution

z a topic

w a word in the message d

l a sentiment label

π the message specific sentiment distribution

Nd the number of words in the message d

D the number of messages

Figure 4: An Example Sentence with Topic and Its Sentiment

example, the message “The profit will go up.” contains the topic “profit” and a

positive sentiment “up” for that topic as in Figure 4.370

We propose a new model to calculate the sentiment values of the topics

in a sentence. For each message, the sentences are split. Then, we used the

Stanford CoreNLP for POS tagging and lemmatization of each word in each

sentence. First, we extracted the topics in the training dataset by using the

algorithm shown in Figure 5. We extract the consecutive nouns as the topics375

in the sentence. To eliminate rare topics, topics occurring less than 10 times

are removed from the list of the topics. Next, based on the topic list, we

extracted their sentiment values in each sentence by using the algorithm shown

in Figure 6. For each sentence, opinion words are identified based on the list of

opinions from SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010). SentiWordNet is a lexical380
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resource for opinion mining. SentiWordNet assigns each word three sentiment

scores: positivity, objectivity and negativity. We combined scores of positivity

and negativity into a single opinion value. The closer between the topic phrase

and the opinion word, the higher affection of that opinion on the topic phrase.

Therefore, the sentiment value of a topic phrase in a sentence is the summation385

of over all opinion values divided by their distance to that topic.

For each message, the sentiment value of each topic is defined as the average

of the sentiment scores of that topic in the sentences. Finally, for each trans-

action date t, the sentiment value for each topic is defined as the average of

the sentiment values of that topic in the messages belonging to that transaction390

date.

In addition to the sentiment values of the topics, the importance of the

topics for each transaction date were also considered. Intuitively, some topics

have more impact on the prediction than others. If a topic was discussed in

many messages, it might be an important topic in the given transaction date.395

The importance of a topic i in a transaction date t was calculated as in Equation

(1). It is defined as the fraction between the number of messages containing the

current topic i in the transaction date t and the number of messages in that

transaction date.

Ii;t =
Ni;t

Nt
(1)

Where:400

Ii;t: the importance of topic i in the transaction date t.

Ni;t: the number of messages containing the topic i in the transaction date

t.

Nt: the number of messages in the transaction date t.

The sentiment scores of the topics at the transaction date level and their im-405

portant were used in the prediction model. Features used for training SVM are

pricet−1, pricet−2, Asenti;t, Asenti,t−1, Ii;t and Ii;t−1. Asenti;t and Asenti,t−1

are the sentiment values of the topic i at the transaction dates t and t − 1.

While, Ii;t, Ii;t−1 are the importance of the topic i at the transaction dates t
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Input: Training dataset

Output: List of topics of this dataset

1 Extract consecutive nouns in each sentence as a topic ;

2 Remove topics that appear less than 10 times in the training dataset ;

Figure 5: Algorithm for Extracting Topics from Dataset

and t− 1.410

5. Evaluation

5.1. Experiment Setup

We divided the time series into two parts: the period from July 23, 2012

to March 28, 2013 for training containing 171 transaction dates, and April

01, 2013 to July 19, 2013 for testing containing 78 transaction dates 3. We415

assigned each transaction date a label (up, down) by comparing its price with

the previous transaction date’s price. The performance is evaluated using the

Accuracy metric. Accuracy is the proportion of true results in the test set.

Accuracy =
tp+ tn

tp+ fp+ fn+ tn
(2)

Where:

tp: the number of samples correctly categorized for positive samples.420

tn: the number of samples correctly rejected for the negative samples.

fp: the number of samples incorrectly categorized for the positive samples.

fn: the number of samples incorrectly rejected for the negative samples.

5.2. Experiment Results

The results of Accuracy measure are shown in Table 6. In addition to the425

result of each stock, we also calculated the average of 18 stocks for each model

3For AAPL: the period July 06 - October 01, 2012 for training containing 61 transaction

dates, and November 12, 2012 to March 13, 2013 for test containing 83 transaction dates.
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Input: A sentence

Output: List of pairs (topic, sentimentV alue) for this sentence

1 Extract topics in the sentence (Based on the list of topics extracted from

the algorithm shown in Figure 5) ;

2 Extract opinion words in the sentence by using SentiWordNet ;

3 for each topic ti in the sentence do

4 for each opinion oj in the sentence do

5 Calculate distance(ti, oj) = position distance between topic ti and

opinion word oj ;

6 Get pos score, neg score of opinion oj from SentiWordNet ;

7 Calculate opinionV alues(oj) = pos score−neg score
pos score+neg score ;

8 sentimentV alueti = sentimentV alueti +
opinionV alues(oj)

distance(ti,oj)
;

9 Add (ti, sentimentV alueti) to the list of pairs

(topic, sentimentV alue)

10 end

11 end

Figure 6: Algorithm for Extracting Topics and Their Sentiment Values
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Table 6: Results of Accuracies of 18 Stocks

Stocks

Baseline Models Our Models

Price Only
Human Sentiment LDA-based JST-based Aspect-based

Sentiment Classification Method Method Sentiment

AAPL 0.3951 0.5679 0.4938 0.5802 0.5802 0.5432

AMZN 0.4605 0.4868 0.4605 0.5132 0.5921 0.7105

BA 0.6316 0.6053 0.5132 0.5526 0.6316 0.5921

BAC 0.5658 0.5921 0.5658 0.5526 0.5658 0.4474

CSCO 0.5526 0.4474 0.5263 0.4737 0.5132 0.4605

DELL 0.5395 0.5921 0.4737 0.5132 0.4342 0.6447

EBAY 0.5921 0.4605 0.4605 0.5658 0.4079 0.5789

ETFC 0.5789 0.5921 0.5789 0.4868 0.4342 0.5526

GOOG 0.5000 0.5658 0.5789 0.5658 0.5395 0.5263

IBM 0.4868 0.4737 0.4868 0.5395 0.4474 0.5526

INTC 0.4474 0.4605 0.4342 0.5000 0.4868 0.5263

KO 0.4079 0.4868 0.5132 0.5658 0.5132 0.4474

MSFT 0.5789 0.6579 0.5921 0.5526 0.5526 0.5263

NVDA 0.6053 0.5789 0.6184 0.3947 0.5000 0.5395

ORCL 0.4868 0.5263 0.5263 0.5921 0.5000 0.5395

T 0.5526 0.4737 0.4868 0.5000 0.5658 0.5132

XOM 0.4868 0.6447 0.4868 0.4342 0.5658 0.5395

YHOO 0.5526 0.5526 0.5395 0.5263 0.4474 0.5526

AVERAGE 0.5234 0.5425 0.5187 0.5227 0.5154 0.5441

for easy comparison. Using Aspect-based Sentiment feature achieved the best

result with 54.41% average accuracy for 18 stocks. As discussed in Section 2,

degrees of accuracy of 56% hit rate are often reported as satisfying results for

stock prediction. In addition, the number of instances (transaction dates) in430

test set of most of other researches is small, and the number of stock is usually

only one. In contrast, the advantage of this work is that we used the training

and test data on a long period (one year) containing many instances, and for

many stocks (18 stocks). For some stocks, the accuracies are quite high, such

as 71.05% for AMZN stock, 64.47% for DELL stock and so on.435

To assess the effectiveness of integrating mood information, we compare

our Aspect-based Sentiment method with the Price Only method. The results

show that the model using mood information outperforms 2.07% on the average

accuracy than the model without mood. Furthermore, comparing the Human
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Sentiment with Price Only method, it indicated that the prediction accuracy440

is improved 1.91% by using the sentiments annotated by human. Therefore,

we can conclude that integration of the sentiments of both overall documents

and specific topics from social media could help to improve the stock market

prediction.

To assess the effectiveness of automatic sentiment analysis and human sen-445

timent, we compare our Aspect-based Sentiment method with the Human Sen-

timent method. The results show that our automatically extracted sentiment is

slightly higher than using the sentiment annotated by human. Therefore, our

method is comparable to the human sentiment method. Note that the advan-

tage of our method is that it can be applicable for other social media without450

human annotated sentiment such as the Twitter.

The Aspect-based Sentiment method outperformed over 2.54%, 2.14% and

2.87% on average accuracy compared to Sentiment Classification, LDA-based

Method and JST-based Method, respectively. The LDA-based and JST-based

Method seem to be not successful in this experiment. The limitation of these455

methods is that we have to specify the number of hidden topics in LDA and the

number of hidden topics and sentiments in JST. In our experiment, we specify

50 topics for all of the stock. This assumption would be not appropriate in

general. For the individual stock, the number of discussed topics depends on

the content of the messages. Therefore, the appropriate number of hidden topics460

may be varied for different stocks. However, there is no way to determine the

number of topics in the model of LDA and JST. One of the solutions is a grid

search trying different number of topics and finding the best value. However,

since the running time of the Gibbs Sampling depends on the size of the dataset,

it takes very long time to run it repeatedly on a big dataset of 18 stocks for a465

long period. Therefore, a grid search cannot be tested in our experiment.

To assess the effectiveness of topic-sentiment feature, we compare our Aspect-

based Sentiment method with Sentiment Classification method (using only sen-

timent information) and LDA-based Method (using only topic information).

The results indicate that using topic-sentiment feature is better than using only470
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sentiments by 2.54% accuracy, and using only topics by 2.14% accuracy. There-

fore, understanding on which topics the sentiments are expressed is useful for

stock market prediction. In other words, the topic-sentiment feature is better

than only topic or sentiment feature.

Although the sentiment information is effective for the stock prediction on475

average, in the comparison on the individual stocks, the model with sentiment

analysis is worse than the price only model for several stocks. There are many

possible reasons for it. As discussed in Section 2, the stock market is influenced

by many factors. Some proposed that they are not predictable with more than

50% accuracy. One reason is that the sentiment might not be a factor which480

causes the stock price moving. Another reason is that even though sentiment

might be one of the factors which affect price moving, the extracted sentiments

from the Message Boards do not reflect the price because of the messy, fault

comment or fault prediction of human when they post the messages.

A simple assumption about the effectiveness of sentiment feature is that485

the sentiment analysis may not provide any additional information if the stock

movement can be predicted well by the historical price only. If the accuracy of

the price only model is high, there are trends and historical repetition in the

stock. In such cases, only historical prices might be enough to predict, and

integration of the sentiment may not improve the accuracy much. On the other490

hand, if the accuracy of the price only model is low, the stock seems to have no

pattern in its history. For such stocks, the use of sentiment may be effective for

the prediction.

To investigate the above assumption, we compare the models from another

point of view. First, we define a threshold α. If the accuracy of the stock in495

the Price Only method (APriceOnly) is higher than α, this stock is discarded

from the evaluation. In other words, we compared the average accuracy for the

stocks where APriceOnly < α. Figure 7 shows the average accuracies against

various thresholds. It is found that the difference between the models with and

without sentiment information becomes greater when α is set smaller. At the500

threshold 50%, using our Aspect-based Sentiment model improved the accuracy
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Figure 7: Comparison of the Models for Different Threshold α

over 9.83% compared to Price Only, over 3.03% compared to Human Sentiment

method. In addition, in most of the thresholds, our method achieved the best

accuracy compared with other methods.

6. Conclusion & Future Work505

Stock price prediction is a challenging task because the stock prices are af-

fected by many factors. This paper presents the novel method to integrate the

sentiments in social media for the prediction of stock price movement. The

contribution of this study can be summarized as follows. First, while the over-

all sentiments in the documents are considered in the previous research, this510

research proposed a method using the sentiment of the topic for stock market

prediction. Second, we proposed two methods to capture these topic-sentiment

associations. One is JST-based Method that relies on the existing topic model,
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the other is Aspect-based Sentiment method where the topics and sentiments

are identified by the proposed method. Finally, this is the first research to show515

the effectiveness of incorporation of the sentiment analysis by investigation on a

large scale test data. From a practical point of view, although the average accu-

racy is only 54.41%, the proposed method can predict the stock price movement

with more than 60% accuracy for a few stocks, and performs much better than

other methods for the stocks that are difficult to predict with only past prices.520

A limitation of this research is that we specified the number of topics and

sentiment beforehand for the LDA and JST-based Method. To overcome this

weakness, a non-parametric topic model that can infer the number of topics and

sentiments automatically is useful to extract the topic and sentiment simulta-

neously for the stock prediction. This will be done in our future work.525

The current model only predicts if the stock price is up or down. However,

people may want to forecast drastic movement of the stock market. In that

sense, the proposed model is insufficient. However, our model can be extended

to predict the degree of the change by setting more fine grained classes such as

‘great up’, ‘little up’, ‘little down’, ‘great down’ and so on.530

One of the weakness of our method is that only the historical prices and

sentiments derived from social media are considered. In future, we will try to

find and integrate more factors which can affect the stock prices to develop a

more accurate stock prediction model. For example, co-variance between stocks,

macroeconomic indicators and the financial conditions of the company, which535

can be guessed from the income statement, balance sheet and cash flow, are

important factors to be considered in the stock prediction model.
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